Rewriting is essential for efficient bit-vector SMT solving. The rewriting algorithm commonly used by modern SMT solvers iteratively applies a set of ad hoc rewriting rules hard-coded into the solver to simplify the given formula at the preprocessing stage. This paper proposes an automatic approach to rewriting. The solver starts each invocation with an empty set of rewriting rules. The set is extended by applying at run-time an automatic SAT-based algorithm for new rewriting rule generation. The set of rules differs from instance to instance. We implemented our approach in the framework of an algorithm for equivalence and constant propagation, called 0-saturation, which we extended from purely propositional reasoning to bit-vector reasoning. Our approach results in a substantial performance improvement in a stateof-the-art SMT solver over various SMT-LIB families.
Introduction
Bit-vector reasoning is applied in a variety of domains [10, 8, 13, 21, 15, 18, 14] . Modern bit-vector solvers, such as Boolector [6] and Mathsat [7] , employ rewriting [11, 1, 9] at the preprocessing stage. Rewriting applies a set of rewriting rules until fixed point to simplify the formula. For example, the statement x = bvule(0, z) (where bvule stands for unsigned-less-than-equal) can be rewritten to x = true, while x = bvadd(y, −y) (where bvadd stands for addition) can be rewritten to x = 0. Normally, the rewriting rules are designed manually by the developers of each solver and are embedded into the solver's code offline (that is, during solver development time). The same set of rules is used irrespective of the input instance. Rewriting is applied to simplify the directed acyclic graph (DAG) representing the formula. The number of rewriting rules can reach into the hundreds. For example, citing [9] , "in MathSAT, close to 300 rewrite rules have been defined".
We propose an alternative approach to rewriting. Table 1 summarizes the differences between our approach and the standard method. In our approach, the solver starts with an empty set of rules. It then attempts to generate a rule on the fly at run-time whenever it identifies a situation where a rewriting rule is likely to be applied. For example, when one of the operands of an operation belongs to a set of pre-defined constants, such as 0, as in x = bvule(0, z), the solver checks whether the result can be rewritten to a pre-defined constant. To that end, it uses incremental SAT solver invocations over a new CNF instance comprising the formula under consideration (x = bvule(0, z) in our case), bitblasted to CNF. In our case, the algorithm will learn that x = bvule(0, z) can be rewritten to x = true. The process of trying to generate a rule is also triggered when two operands are related by a simple function, such as unary minus, as in x = bvadd(y, −y). Hence, the algorithm will realize that x = bvadd(y, −y) can be rewritten to x = 0. Whenever a new rule is generated, it is immediately applied and also stored in a hash table of rules, which is reused as long as the solver is alive. Hence the set of rules is instance-specific.
Our algorithm is implemented in the framework of 0-saturation [19, 12, 17] , a process of constant and equivalence propagation, initially proposed in the context of propositional reasoning. We extended 0-saturation to handle bit-vector reasoning. The added value of 0-saturation over DAG rewriting is that 0-saturation enables propagating equivalences implied by user-given assertions.
We implemented our algorithm in Intel's SMT solver Hazel on top of an existing preprocessor. Section 4 shows that using our approach pays off experimetally. It improves the performance of Hazel on 20 out of 23 tested SMT-LIB [4] families. New Hazel outperforms the leading SMT solvers Boolector and Mathsat on most of the tested families. Moreover, there are 10 families on which new Hazel outperforms base Hazel, Boolector and Mathsat significantly: it either solves more instances or is at least 2x faster. The overhead of generating the rules at run-time rather than offline is negligible in practice.
The most relevant previous work is [20] , where an offline instance-generic automatic generator of rewriting rules for bit-vector reasoning is proposed. Unfortunately, it does not work in practice [20] . The algorithm was halted after generating approximately 120,000 rules, and the generated rules could not simplify real-world problems. In contrast, our approach explores a narrower rule space and, being instance-specific, restricts it further by exploring only rules relevant to the input problem. [20] successfully applies a semi-automatic algorithm. First the algorithm automatically generates rule candidates for a specific width range from a rule space restricted to equivalences. Then, based on unspecified criteria, a human manually chooses which of those rules to embed into the solver. One problem that might have prevented full automation of this algorithm is that the set of candidates is width-specific, hence manual effort is required to choose width-independent rules only. Our approach avoids this problem since, being instance-specific, it knows the widths of the operations it needs to generate rules for. Offline instance-generic automatic rule generation is also applied for peephole super-optimization [2, 3] and symbolic binary execution [18] .
In what follows, Section 2 provides preliminaries and describes 0-saturation. Section 3 introduces bit-vector 0-saturation with automatic rule generation. Section 4 provides experimental results. We conclude in Section 5.
Preliminaries and 0-Saturation
We start with some basic notions. A bit is a Boolean variable, which can be interpreted as 0 or 1. A bit-vector v of width n is a sequence of n bits, where the right-most bit is the least significant bit. The set of all bit-vectors of width n is denoted by BV n . A constant is a bit-vector whose every bit is substituted by 0 or 1. The set of all constants for width n is denoted by BC n . We do not define a separate Boolean type Bool for propositional variables, but use BV 1 to formally represent propositional variables (unlike in the SMT-LIB 2.0 language [5] ).
We denote bitwise negation by ∼. Generalizing propositional logic, we let a bit-vector literal be a bit-vector variable v or its bitwise negation ∼v. We denote the set of bit-vector literals of width n by BL n . Next we define a binary operation and a triplet. Our definition of a triplet is a strict generalization of the definition of a propositional triplet [19, 12, 17] . For example, given y, z ∈ BV n>1 , x = bvule(y, z) is a predicate triplet, while x = bvadd(y, z) is a non-predicate triplet. We define a binding as follows:
Definition 3 (Binding).
A binding x = y for x, y ∈ BL n ∪ BC n stands for the equality between x and y.
Next we review the 0-saturation algorithm [19, 12, 17] , initially presented as a way to simplify a propositional formula by constant and equivalence propagation. Our paper generalizes 0-saturation to handle bit-vectors. We provide a generic framework for the algorithm that fits both the propositional and the bit-vector cases.
Consider the 0-saturation algorithm in Alg. 1. Given a set of triplets T and a set of bindings B, 0-saturation carries out in-place rewriting of T to a set of triplets equisatisfiable to T ∧B, but potentially having fewer triplets and variables than T , since the algorithm may render triplets tautological and replace variables by the representatives of their respective equivalence classes (see below). The algorithm classifies the triplets into three categories by associating one of the following statuses with each triplet: The main loop of the algorithm (line 5) tries to rewrite the formula by applying the function Propagate over unknown triplets. Propagate may change the status of t and other triplets. The main loop operates until no more unknown triplets exist or until Merge discovers a contradiction. We assume that a contradiction in Merge is handled through the exception mechanism.
The function Propagate (line 16) comprises the heart of the algorithm. It tries, if possible, to apply rewriting rules in order to infer and merge new bindings and render the triplet under evaluation tautological. We discuss the core rewriting algorithm at length in Section 3.
Bit-Vector 0-Saturation with Automatic Rule Generation
This section introduces our algorithm for automatic rule generation in the context of bit-vector 0-saturation. Section 3.1 provides the algorithm's high-level scheme, while Section 3.2 refines and formalizes the algorithm. In order to look for rewriting rules systematically, it is necessary to define all the possible conditions that may trigger a rule and all the possible conclusions
For each t ∈ S, set stt(t) := unknown 3:
Initialize equivalence classes to hold one variable and one constant each 4:
For each {p = q} ∈ B, Merge(p, q) 5:
while There exists t ∈ S, such that stt(t) = unknown do 6:
t := t ∈ S, such that stt(t) = unknown 7:
stt(t) := Propagate(t)
if (r is negated in its eq. class) then Negate all the members of r's eq. class 10: function Merge(Literal or constant p, Literal or constant q) 11:
if (p = ∼q) or ((p ̸ = q) and p and q are constants) then throw contradiction 12:
NegateEqClassIfRequired(p); NegateEqClassIfRequired(q) 13:
Merge the eq. classes
◃ See text for the way to pick the new representative 14:
For any triplet t containing q or ∼q, s.t. stt(t) = active, set stt(t) := unknown 15:
Replace q and ∼q by p and ∼p, respectively, in any triplet containing q or ∼q 16: function Propagate(Triplet t) 17:
if A rewriting rule is applicable for t then 18:
Use Merge to merge new bindings resulting from applying the rule 19:
if t becomes a tautology after applying the rule return tautological 20:
return active that a rule may imply. One can then learn the actual rules implied by the logic under consideration. For the propositional case, an exhaustive list of rewriting rules for 0-saturation of the following form per a Boolean operation is provided in [17] : a rule is triggered when one of the members of a triplet t is either the constant 0 or 1 or is equivalent up to negation to another member. The rule implies either a contradiction or one or two new bindings of t members or their negations to the constants or to other t members. Whenever a rule is triggered, t becomes tautological. For example, one of the rewriting rules listed in [17] would infer the binding ∼x = y from the triplet ∼x = and(y, y) (where and stands for the Boolean and), rendering the triplet tautological. In [17] the rules are hard-coded into the solver, and no formal procedure for generating the rules is provided.
Automatic Rule Generation: High-Level Algorithm
In our approach to bit-vector 0-saturation, a rule may be triggered when, given a triplet x = o(y, z), one of its members x, y, z is a pre-defined rewriting constant and/or when one member constitutes a pre-defined rewriting function of another member (rewriting constants and functions will be defined shortly). Usually, applying a rewriting rule binds triplet members to rewriting constants or to rewriting functions of other members.
Next we define a successor, a predecessor and a neighbor. The two equations in the following definition result from substituting x by ∼x and −x, respectively, in the definition of unary minus −x = ∼x + 1. The rewriting identities i x , i y , and i z are used to represent situations where, given a triplet x = o(y, z), x, y, and z, respectively, are neither rewriting constants nor rewriting functions of another triplet member. If one or more triplet members is a non-trivial rewriting value (that is, it is either a rewriting constant or a rewriting function of another triplet member), a rewriting rule may be triggered. Triplet members may be bound to non-trivial rewriting values as a result of applying a rule. We picked the rewriting values bearing the following reasons in mind:
1. The constants 0, −1 and 1 are essential to be able to generate a variety of rules for multiple operations. For example, both x = bvadd(y, 0) and x = bvmul(y, 1) (where bvmul stands for multiplication) can be rewritten to x = y, while x = bvule(y, −1) can be rewritten to x = −1. 2. Bitwise negation is essential for rewriting bitwise operations. For example, −1 = bvand(y, ∼y) is a contradiction (where bvand stands for bitwise and). In addition, having bitwise negation and the constants −1,0 ensures that our procedure covers the propositional case. 3. Unary minus is essential for rewriting arithmetic operations. For example, x = bvadd(y, −y) can be rewritten to x = 0. 4. Capturing the neighbors of a literal and the neighbors of its unary minus is useful for rewriting a variety of operations. For example, x = bvadd(y, −y−1) can be rewritten to x = −1. We have chosen to look at neighbors up to depth 2 in order to attempt to create rules to capture sequences of successors and predecessors. To that end, we have also included the constants 2 and −2. 5. Our algorithm can check whether triplet members are rewriting values instantaneously by holding a pointer to each literal's negation and unary minus, since all our rewriting values can be expressed using constants, bitwise negation and unary minus only.
Next we define the notions of a premise and a skeleton, where the expression g e1 →e2 stands for g, where each instance of e 1 is substituted by e 2 . In the definitions above, we assume that F is the current formula (that is, a set of triplets, and, possibly, bindings), maintained by the 0-saturation algorithm. If F implies that at least one of the members of a given triplet t ≡ x = o(y, z) is a non-trivial rewriting value, a premise is well-defined. For example, given the triplet x = bvadd(y, 1) and assuming x = y + 1, the sets {i x , i y , 1}, {y + 1, i y , i z }, and {y + 1, i y , 1} are all premises. Premise definition will be refined in Section 3.2.
Definition 9 (Premise). Given a formula F , a triplet
A skeleton is used to isolate an application of the triplet's operation, given a premise, irrespectively of irrelevant triplet members. In our example, x = bvadd(y, 1) is the skeleton given the premise {i x , i y , 1}; y + 1 = bvadd(y, z) is the skeleton given the premise {y + 1, i y , i z }; and y + 1 = bvadd(y, 1) is the skeleton given the premise {y + 1, i y , 1}.
Let us move now to a high-level sketch of our algorithm.
1. When the SMT solver starts, it applies 0-saturation as part of preprocessing. The solver maintains a hash table of rewriting rules for each triplet type that had at least one rule generated for it. The hash tables map each rule's premise to the rule's conclusion, which can either be a contradiction, a set of bindings of triplet members to rewriting values, or empty (meaning that no action can be carried out under the current premise). The conclusion also defines whether the triplet becomes a tautology after application of the rule. 2. Whenever an unknown triplet t is evaluated by the propagation algorithm Propagate (line 16), the solver first checks whether both y and z are constants of any kind (not necessarily rewriting constants). If they are, it merges x with the constant o(y, z), marks the triplet tautological, and exits. Otherwise, it carries out premise detection, that is, it checks whether the current formula implies any premise, given t. 1 If a premise is not detected, no further information can be learned from the triplet and the algorithm renders it active. 3. If a premise is detected, the solver checks if a rule with the corresponding premise appears in the hash table. If it does, the solver applies the rule in the following sense. If the conclusion is empty, the solver renders the triplet active (storing empty conclusions prevents regeneration of the same empty conclusion over and over again). If the conclusion is a contradiction, a contradiction exception is thrown. If the conclusion is a set of bindings, the solver binds triplet members to their corresponding values. The solver may also mark the triplet tautological, if required by the conclusion. 4. If a premise is detected, but no corresponding rule is found in the hash table, the solver enters the conclusion generation stage. It bit-blasts the skeleton, corresponding to the triplet and the premise, to a fresh SAT instance. Then, the solver checks for a contradiction in the instance and for all the possible new bindings between the skeleton members and non-trivial rewriting constants or rewriting functions of other skeleton members using incremental SAT invocations. If there is no contradiction and no bindings can be learned, the conclusion is empty. The newly generated conclusion is either a contradiction, an empty set, or a set of bindings. In the latter case, the conclusion also specifies whether the triplet becomes tautological (more details are provided in Section 3.2). In the end, the conclusion is inserted into the hash table, and the new rule is applied as described in the previous step.
1 Let us assume for now that an arbitrary premise is picked whenever more than one premise exists. Section 3.2 discusses premise redundancy and premise subsumption.
We distinguish between tautological and non-tautological conclusions, since, unlike in propositional case, in bit-vector 0-saturation, it is possible to conceive of an operation and a rule, where applying the rule would not make the corresponding triplet a tautology. For example, one could design an operation such that when x becomes 0, y must also become 0, but while z's range is reduced, z is still neither fixed nor a don't care. We did not find such operations in the current SMT-LIB language, but our algorithm takes into consideration their possible existence.
Note that we restrict ourselves to rewriting rules of a certain pre-defined format, which is most relevant to 0-saturation. It is possible to extend our procedure, e.g., by rewriting triplets to triplets of a different type or by considering more than one triplet at once for rewriting. We leave the exploration of such possibilities to future work.
Our procedure can be applied in a straightforward manner given a bit-vector formula in the SMT-LIB 2.0 language [5] , since the vast majority of that language's operations are binary, and hence can be represented as triplets. However, some of the operations, such as unary minus, are unary, while ite (if-then-else) has 3 operators. In principle our procedure can easily be extended to accomodate non-binary operators. However, in our current implementation we use simple hard-coded rules for unary operators and ite.
Refining and Formalizing the Algorithm
This section refines the algorithm described in the previous section, bearing the following three main goals in mind:
1. Eliminating premise redundancy mainly by disallowing syntactically different but semantically identical premises so as to prevent the algorithm from generating essentially the same rule multiple times. For example, only the first of the two sets {y, i y , i z }, {i x , x, i z } will qualify as a premise by our refined definition, given the triplet v = bvadd(v, z). 2. Generating stronger conclusions by binding triplet members to rewriting constants rather than to rewriting functions, whenever possible. For example, given the triplet x = bvand(y, z) and the premise {−1, i y , i z }, binding both y and z to −1 is likely to simplify the instance more substantially than just binding y to z. 3. Generating weaker premises by disqualifying rules whose premise would be subsumed by another rule with the same conclusion. For example, if for some triplet t the same conclusion is implied by both p = {i x , −z + 2, i z } and p ′ = {−1, −z + 2, i z }, then p is the desirable premise for the new rule, since it leaves more opportunities for applying the rule by not restricting x.
We refine the notion of rewriting values by defining the notions of x-value, y-value, and z-value, the rewriting values for x, y, and z, respectively. = o(y, z) , the rewriting value σ x is an x-value if it belongs to the set V x ∪ {i x }, where V x is defined as follows: := {0, −1, y, ∼y, z, ∼z} if o is a non-predicate operation and w = 1 For a predicate operation, a non-trivial x-value can only be one of the constants {0, −1}. For non-predicate operations, a non-trivial x-value can belong to the set RC ∪ RF y ∪ RF z as expected, except in cases where the width is 1, and the set is refined to eliminate redundancies. = o(y, z) , the rewriting value σ y is a y-value if it belongs to the set V y = RC ∪ RF z ∪ {i y }.
Definition 11 (x-value). Given a triplet x
1. V x := {0, −1} if o
Definition 12 (y-value). Given a triplet x

Definition 13 (z-value). Given a triplet x = o(y, z), the rewriting value σ z is a z-value if it belongs to the set
A y-value or a z-value may not belong to RF x to eliminate redundancy. This is because any expression of the form y = f (x) ∈ RF x or z = f (x) ∈ RF x can be represented as x = f −1 (y) ∈ RF y or x = f −1 (z) ∈ RF z , respectively. For the same reason, a z-value may not belong to RF y (hence, a non-trivial z-value may only be a rewriting constant). Note that the set RF x is redundant and is used no more. Now we can formulate a refined notion of a premise. Our refined definition of a premise is aimed towards eliminating redundancy. In particular, the case where both y and z are constants is not part of the definition, since it is covered by the higher-level algorithm, which simply binds x to the constant o(y, z). We also skip all the cases where some triplet member v is a constant and there is another triplet member u, such that u = f (v) (for example, {y + 1, 1, i z } is thus skipped). This is because such cases are mostly covered by the case where both v, u are constants ({2, 1, i z } in our case), while cases which are not covered by our rewriting constant set are simply skipped (e.g., {y + 2, 2, i z } would be covered by {4, 2, i z }, but 4 is not a rewriting constant). In addition, we skip the case where both x and y are functions of z, since it is mostly covered by the case where x is a function of y and y is a function of z.
Definition 14 (Premise (Refined)). Given a formula F , a triplet t, the ordered set {σ
Next we define a total order between values, which is essential for generating stronger conclusions, and formalize the notion of a conclusion. , where the order is refined in the following two cases:
Definition 15 (Order over Values). The following order relation induces a total order between any two values in I∪RF
If the conclusion is {σ x , σ y , σ z , false}, it is empty. The conclusion is interesting if it is not empty. An interesting conclusion with taut = false or taut = true is partial or tautological, respectively.
A conclusion can be characterized as follows:
1. If the skeleton is contradictory, then the conclusion must be contradictory. 2. A conclusion always exists, since setting each value in the conclusion to the corresponding value in the premise comprises the empty conclusion, if no other conclusion is available. 3. Any non-empty conclusion (if available) is preferred to the empty conclusion. 4. Rewriting constants are always preferred to rewriting functions. 5. A non-contradictory conclusion is tautologial iff binding its values to the premise values implies the skeleton.
Finally, we formally define a rule aiming towards generating rules with weaker premises as we discussed.
Definition 17 (Rule; Contradictory/Empty/Partial/Tautological/Interesting Rule). Given a triplet t, a premise p = {σ x , σ y , σ z }, and a conclusion c, r ≡ p =⇒ c is a rule if there exists no premise
1. c is a conclusion, given p ′ , and
The rule is contradictory/ empty/ partial/ tautological/ interesting if c is contradictory/empty/partial/tautological/interesting, respectively.
We are now ready to present our algorithm for bit-vector 0-saturation with automatic rule generation. Consider Alg. 2. The main function PropagateBV is designed so as to be inserted into Alg. 1 in place of Propagate. PropagateBV receives a triplet t. It may apply empty rewriting rules and/or zero or one interesting rules for the triplet. It returns the status, that is, either unknown, active, or tautological . The status is active if no rules or only empty rules could be applied; it is tautological if a tautological rule was applied, and it is unknown if a partial rule was applied. The function may also throw a contradiction exception. Any expression of the form "if c then s 1 & s 2 " in the pseudo-code of Alg. 2 means that if c holds, the algorithm applies s 1 and then immediately applies s 2 .
First, the algorithm enters the premise detection stage to check whether the triplet has a premise. The structure and the order of premise detection (lines 3 to 14) ensure that any generated rule will be correct w.r.t both premise subsumption as dictated by Def. 17 and premise redundancy as dictated by Def. 14. PropagateBV triggers the process of conclusion generation by invoking the function GetC for any identified premise. GetC returns active for an empty conclusion, tautological for a tautological conclusion, and unknown for a partial conclusion. We will describe GetC later.
When an empty rule is returned by GetC, PropagateBV will continue looking for other rules. PropagateBV returns immediately if it finds a nonempty rule. Consider a situation where different non-empty rules may be applied for a given triplet. For example, both the rules {i x , −1, i z } =⇒ {−1, −1, −1, true} and {i x , i y , −1} =⇒ {−1, −1, −1, true} are applicable for rewriting the triplet x = bvor(−1, −1) (where bvor stands for bitwise or). Our algorithm will generate one of the rules and exit. It might seem at first that if the generated rule is partial, while there exists at least one tautological rule for the same triplet, exiting is undesirable, since the opportunity to render the triplet tautological might be missed. However, if a partial rule is applied, PropagateBV returns unknown, thus PropagateBV will be invoked again over the same triplet, hence one of the tautological rules will eventually be applied.
Let us consider the function GetC. It maintains a hash table for every triplet type with a non-empty set of rules. Each hash table entry contains a rule: its premise is mapped to its conclusion. GetC starts by looking for a conclusion for the given triplet in the corresponding hash table. If it is found, the algorithm acts based on the conclusion type. Namely, it returns active for an empty conclusion and throws a contradiction for a contradicting conclusion. For other conclusions, it merges the resulting bindings and returns tautological for a tautological conclusion and unknown for a partial conclusion.
If no rule is found in the hash table (line 28), GetC generates one. To generate a rule, GetC bit-blasts the skeleton to a new SAT solver instance Q. If Q is unsatisfiable, a contradictory rule is generated, otherwise the function generates a conclusion by invoking the auxiliary function CL to find maximal values for the conclusion. If the conclusion is interesting, the function checks whether the rule is tautological with another new SAT solver instance. The function then inserts the rule into the corresponding hash table and triggers the same behavior as if the newly generated rule was found in the hash table. if x ∈ RFy and y ∈ RF z then r := GetC(t, Go to line 20
Experimental Results
We implemented our new algorithm in Intel's eager bit-vector solver Hazel, which operates by invoking bit-vector preprocessing, followed by bit-blasting to CNF and SAT solving. Both base and new Hazel use the standard manual offline instance-generic DAG-based rewriting, where the novel automatic rewriting in new Hazel is applied after the manual rewriting (switching off manual rewriting in Hazel is impossible). We compared the performance of the new version of Hazel to base Hazel and the latest publicly available versions of the state-of-theart SMT solvers Boolector [6] (version 1.6.0) and Mathsat [7] (version 5.2.10; SMT'11 competition configuration). We also gathered some statistics. The benchmark families we used belong to the QF BV category of SMT-LIB [5] . Since this category contains tens of thousands of benchmarks, we could not use all of them. We decided to pick all 23 families of the ASP sub-category, since, while these families are difficult and versatile, they contain a tractable number of benchmarks. In our analysis we skipped about 12% of the benchmarks that could not be solved by any of the four solvers within the time-out of 20 minutes. We used machines running Intel Xeon processors with 3Ghz CPU frequency and having 32Gb of memory. Detailed experimental results are available at [16] .
Consider Table 2 , which presents the results. Each row corresponds to one family. Column 1 contains the family name, abbreviated to the first three letters (except for GraphColouring and GraphPartitioning, which are represented as GC and GP, respectively). Column 2 contains the number of instances. Each pair of neighboring columns of the subsequent eight columns provides the overall run-time in seconds (where the time-out value was added to the run-time for unsolved instances) and the number of unsolved instances for the solver listed in the column heading. The best performance is highlighted.
Compare the performance of the new version of Hazel over the 23 families to that of the other solvers. New Hazel outperforms base Hazel on 20 families (that is, new Hazel either solves more instances or the same number of instances in less time on 20 families). New Hazel outperforms Mathsat on 21 families and Boolector on 14 families. Moreover, there are 10 families on which new Hazel significantly outperforms all the other solvers: it either solves more instances or is at least 2x faster. These results testify clearly that our approach can considerably boost the performance of modern SMT solvers.
The final seven columns of Table 2 contain statistics. Column 11 shows the average 0-saturation run-time, including automatic rule generation, as a percent of the overall run-time of new Hazel. One can see that the run-time of 0-saturation is negligible. Columns 12 and 13 demonstrate the impact of 0-saturation on the size of the CNF by showing the average percent of CNF clauses and variables, respectively, in new Hazel as compared to base Hazel (for example, f in Column 12 means that if base Hazel generated c clauses, then new Hazel generated f /100 * c CNF clauses). Note that for the vast majority of families 0-saturation significantly reduces the number of CNF clauses and variables. One notable exception is the Wei family, where the number of CNF clauses is slightly greater when 0-saturation is applied. This can happen because 0-saturation may need to create variables, if required by the rule's conclusion (e.g., new neighbors may be created). Although 0-saturation did not reduce the number of clauses in the Wei case, it did simplify the CNF instances considerably, as the performance speed-up attests. Columns 14 and 15 provide the average number of interesting rules generated and applied, respectively, by new Hazel, while columns 16 and 17 provide the same data for the non-interesting rules. One can see that 0-saturation creates only few rules, but applies them very often, sometimes up to hundreds of thousands of times.
Finally, we report that our algorithm did not generate any contradictory or partial rules in our experiments.
